If all YUS are IYERS,
Some IYERS are ARIKS,
Some YUS are JENS,
All JENS are AIPS.

Therefore it makes sense that:

A: all IYERS are AIPS
B: all IYERS are JENS
C: some IYERS are AIPS
D: all ARIKS are IYERS
E: some ARIKS are YUS
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Five plants are planted at the same time. Plant C flowers before Plants A & E but after Plant B. Plant D flowers before Plant A, but after Plant E.

Which Plant was the second last to flower?

A: Plant A   B: Plant B   C: Plant C   D: Plant D   E: Plant E
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In a drawer there are a certain number of pens. Both black pens have stickers only. Of the four silver pens in the drawer, three have stickers. Three pens have engraved initials and six pens have a gold sticker on them.

What is the minimum possible number of pens in the drawer?

A: 5   B: 6   C: 8   D: 9   E: 10+
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Four of the following words are alike in some way. Which is the odd word out?

A: cut   B: fracture   C: jab   D: puncture   E: prickle
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Four of the following words are alike in some way. Which is the odd word out?

A: eruption   B: volcano   C: erupt   D: lava   E: ash

END OF PRACTICE EXAM